2003 chevy malibu starter

Chevrolet Malibu owners have reported 74 problems related to starter under the electrical
system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Malibu based on all problems reported for the
Malibu. I bought this vehicle 3 weeks ago and for the past week it won't start. Power to
everything but no crank. I took out battery and starter and they're both fine. All relays and fuses
are fine. I took out all fuses under hood and car started fine. Made it 5 minutes up the road, my
car started shaking badly,the power steering appeared on dash, speedometer stopped working,
rpms worked, and car wouldn't shift out of 1st. That is dangerous and my vehicle was recalled
for eps but no one will help me and this has been a re occurring issue with chevy Malibus in
general. I had to turn around and just coast the whole way home then my car locked and
wouldn't let me take it out of park when I got home. See all problems of the Chevrolet Malibu. I
was traveling on south using cruise control at 70 mph when the car started losing power but all
internal app lights like the radio remained on and the steering wheel was still functional. Once
the vehicle was put in parked it shut off. Only issue lights that appeared 1 week prior was the
abs sensor had malfunctioned on the front left tire. I attempted to jump the battery but it did not
respond. I have been goodland chevy Malibu eco issues and other than potentially the starter it
could be the computer that has died. I changed out the battery and it turns everything on, but
struggles to crank and remain on. I came across several links regarding a recall due to
computer, but honestly don't know if its even that. Mechanic friend believes it could also be the
ecm. The vehicle starts right up when it has not been running. If I drive the car for more than
minutes and shut the car off the vehicle will not crank or start. I have to wait for at least an hour
or longer before the vehicle starting again. No mechanic has been able to figure the problem
out. I have had the starter changed, the battery and alternator check out good. My car won't turn
over after I turn it off sometimes. The battery is new, spark plugs are new, sensors are new.
Starter isn't the problem. Don't know what it could be? Car would randomly not start up. Starter
would engage with key turned, but engine would not fire off and run. No codes from
diagnostics. Never heard fuel pump energize with problem present. Car would eventually
successfully start. Bench tested fuel pump relay with no issues. Disassembled fuse box in trunk
and found the brown wire connecting the fuel pump to its relay was significantly heat stressed.
The black plastic wire harness that houses the brown fuel pump wire was also stressed and
deformed, and was no longer retaining the crimped connector for the brown wire. I had to clean
up the metal crimp connector and pinch down on the end so that it would "grab" the relay
terminal once reassembled. Car has yet to repeat the starting problem a year later. Replaced
battery, starter, and alternator driving down highway esu warning and traction service light
come on power steering light came on. Car loss power and cut off. My chevy Malibu would turn
over slightly, but then would die. This happened about times and then I had the battery
replaced; thinking it was that. The car continued to fail, so I had the fuel pump replaced after
checking with a fuel gauge and there being no fuel pressure. The car ran about 3 times driving it
for shorter and a bit longer distances, but then the car would not turn over at all. The starter
would try, but there was no ignition of the car. At my local chevy dealer, don mccue, they
diagnosed that the rear fuse box and a few terminals were burnt out. They replaced the rear fuse
box and a few terminals, and the car now runs successfully. I have a Malibu - that is a money
pit- thier is a wiring ignition problem - my car is an intermittent starter - I've changed fusesalternator - fuel pump- been told this and that - I'm a single female - and can't drive this car
anywhere - it stops when ever it wants to - in order he middle of the road - or going to the
grocery store aaa has retired my towing - I'm online reading and everybody has went through
my he same - I called last week before having my car towed again - to see if thier has been a
recall and I heard no- I had it towed - spent dollars being told it was the alternator after going
through 2 batteries - for the same thing - I just got my car back - went out to get some coffee come out and the car won't start again - would someone call me about this - While driving my
vehicle all of the dashboard lights go off. Sometimes they flicker before going off but once this
happens sometimes I lose power in the vehicle other times I just have to continue driving with
no dashboard lights, this means I cant see how fast I am going, my gas gauge etc. This causes
a big risk for me as I am driving down the highway. It doesnt matter the weather either, it could
be raining, snowing or sunny and the dashboard still acts up. It also causes my battery to drain
which is brand new, I also checked alternator and starter and both are perfect. Sometimes the
dash is blank even right at the start up of my car, other times it goes out as I am driving, it also
doesnt matter the speed. When going to start the vehicle with foot on the brake pedal and push
start button it makes a click sound and shows a check engine light as well as stability control
message appears in the dash. It's not an issue of a dead battery or faulty starter. It happens
once or twice a day. When I come back about a hr later I again apply the brake pedal and push
the start button and after a few tries of it reading the same check engine stability control

message it starts up. Along with this happening when I'm driving and come to a stop at a stop
sign or traffic light, the auto stop engages as it should only the vehicle completely dies. But
when I let off the brake it doesnt start back up as normal. Only to have to put it in park and apply
the brake and hope it starts back up. After reading into this on various forums this seems to be
a common recurring issue. Only no answers as to why or what causes this problem. Tl the
contact owns a Chevrolet Malibu. The contact stated that the vehicle stalled everytime it was
stopped at a red light or stop sign. The vehicle had to be shut off and then restarted. The
contact stated that the failure began around may of The vehicle was taken to an unknown dealer
where it was diagnosed that the starter failed and needed replacement. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and opened case number: The
approximate failure mileage was 89, Tl-the contact owns a Chevrolet Malibu. The contact stated
while stationary and driving various speeds, the vehicle stalled without warning on several
occasions. On each occasion, the contact immediately enabled the hazard lights and coasted to
the side of the road. The contact stated that the anti-lock brake warning light illuminated.
Thereafter, the vehicle stalled and would not restart after several attempts. The vehicle was
towed to the contact's residence. An independent mechanic replaced the alternator, the ignition
switch, the starter, the fuel tank and the battery but the failure recurred. Vandergriff Chevrolet west interstate 20, arlington, texas - was made aware of the failure. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired by the dealer. The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The
failure mileage was approximatley , Ignition staying stuck alowing starter to continue to turn,
day time no break lights , night time break lights stay lit up or flash on and off , fuel gauge drops
to empty even when full bounces back and forth empty full , service air bag and check engine
lights keep coming on even after they have been reset, cruise control will not engage , hard time
to take car out of park even with brake depressed, lower gears on transmission will not engage
into 3,2,1 speed, driver seat bracket broke in weld causing seat to be unstable, faulty ignition
switch and more this car has less than k on it and some change,,, air bag service light keeps
coming on as well as check engine light, this car will not pass any state inspection , and even
states with out inspection would advise that the car be recalled. This has happened a few times
to me now. I was heading home on the highway with the cruise control set on about 67 mph and
all of the sudden the engine lost power and the car starts coasting. Like I said, this has
happened before. I could pull over to a stop, shut off the car and it would reset, and the car
would be fine for me to make it home. But this last time, the car would not restart at all. I got the
car towed home, checked the battery, the cables, and even replaced the starter , and it still does
the same thing. Starter will not engage to turn the motor over to start. On numerous occasions
my Malibu has lost power causing a steering issue. It could be while driving, turning, stopping
or accelerating. The car will lose power to the touch screen radio causing the screen to go
black, then I lose the steering momentarily and then everything will come back on. This can
happen once or sometimes it continues to happen which causes the service stabilitrack
warning light to come on or the service power steering light to come on. This has also led to the
car stalling and losing all electricity and then starting back up right away. The more electronics
you use such as the blinker causes the problem to get worse and usually ends up in the car
stalling. I have taken it to the dealer four separate times for this issue and nothing has been
fixed. I have not had my car more than a week since August 22, because I refuse to drive the car
until it is fixed. The dealer is focusing on my after market remote starter which is wrong seeing
there are many of the same occurrences listed on tis website. After testing the battery and
starter, it was determined by ntb in charleston SC that the ignition switch had failed. They said
they could not help me the same day, and my car is stranded far from home. If ntb is able to fix
the problem so that I can drive my car back home, I strongly believe gm should reimburse me
for the cost of repairs and towing. Car will intermittently not start. While camping in arizona my
car wouldn't start. I took it to a repair shop where they replaced the starter and fuel pump. It
started fine for a little while and then decided to randomly stop starting again. The contact owns
a Chevrolet Malibu maxx. After the ignition key was turned to the on position, the vehicle failed
to start. The vehicle was able to be started after approximately twenty minutes. The failure
recurred intermittently. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where it was
diagnosed that the starter failed. The starter was replaced five times, but the failure recurred.
The failure mileage was , The contact owns a Chevrolet Malibu. The contact stated that there
was a progressing failure in which the key was turned over and the vehicle would not start. The
contact experienced the failure numerous times without warning and had to wait an extended
period of time for the vehicle to randomly restart. The contact had not received notification of
NHTSA campaign number: 14v electrical system, electronic stability control, exterior lighting,
service brakes, hydraulic, vehicle speed control. The vehicle was taken to a repair shop where it
was diagnosed that the starter needed to be replaced. A mechanic replaced the starter and the

key still would not turn over to start the vehicle. The manufacturer was not notified. The
approximate failure mileage was , Parts distribution disconnect. Ignition switch sometimes
starts ok but not all the time have change starter and fuel punp dealer purchase and installed
oem dealer checked car is stationary but will not start all the time. The contact stated that the
vehicle failed to start intermittently. The battery and starter were replaced; however, the failure
recurred. The contact stated that the alternator was tested, and was found to be in perfect
working order. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer to be diagnosed. The manufacturer was
not notified of the failure. The VIN was not available. Takata recall: hello my name is wayne I am
constantly having problem with my chevy Malibu My car shut off while still in drive on my way
home on the street and then my gear shifted to park while again the car is in drive. I have bad
eletrical problems that I gotten fixed and it still acting up but whats is important is that my car is
not driving and I cant start it at all. Yes I got a new starter and its still responding the same.
These problems been ongoing since I purchased it almost 3 years ago. Can you please contact
me and help me. Thank you. I returned from picking up my grand daughter from school which is
about 2miles one way. Once at home I turned off my car went inside to get paper work and
noticed it was time to get my son from his bus stop, which is right around the corner from my
house. So my daughter poped the hood and then we saw the small fire, so my daughter grabbed
the water shoes and attempted to put it out and my other daughter called the fire department
and then a ball of fire fell to the ground up under the car. Then she put that out. So as they were
calling the fire department, I had to run around the corner to get my son from the bus stop, as
we were on our way back, the fire department was coming. So they checked it out and in
hooked the battery and checked to make sure the fire was all the way out. Told me that the car
was unsafe to drive, cause it may spark a flame all over again and be worse then what just
happened. Prior to this I have have small problem's. Like my dome light stop working a year in
half ago, I tryed to change the fuse, but every attempt they burned out to the touch, so I gave
up. Then my front light would keep burning out ever month or two. To wear it melt the yellow
covering of the bulb and melts the area were the light bulb sits in. To were I replaced the whole
front light cover. Then recently my back break light went out. I thought it was the bulb or fuse
after changing them, come to find out it was break relay switch. So I had it replaced in July And
also within a year I had to replace my starter, luckly its under a lifetime warrenty. Then shortly
after that I got my oil change ect. All this happened 6 weeks before the fire. Car tries to start,
stalls and will not start. Security system light flashes. Have to leave key in run position for 15
minutes until security system light quits flashing, turn key off and then start the engine.
Happens multiple times per week and is happening more frequently now. Was told the problem
was caused by an after market remote starter, had it removed and am still having the same
problem. I was driving as normal with no incident, parked went into home and came out 10
minutes later, car would not crank, as if battery was dead. Went back in to get a multi-meter and
checked battery, showed Went back into car and it cranked right up , no hesitation. Next day
went to get my grand-daughter 2 years old and parked at her home. Loaded the baby-seat, and
went to start car, dead battery symptom again. Jumped the car from my daughter and went tom
walmart to have battery checked. Battery and charge system checked fine. Tried to start the car
after test, acted like a dead battery again. Walmart tech said looks like a bad starter motor. I
purchased a new starter and installed. Cranked on first hit. Checked charging amps while
running, Went 25 miles to town. Parked and after 2 hours came back to car and would not crank.
I feel the anti-theft system is cutting off power to car. I tried the fix that I found, lock, unlock,
lock unlock car with key then wait 10 minutes and crank the car. It worked. I pulled away from
my lodge and went down the road. Stopped, made a right turn heading for a traffic light and the
car died in the middle of the road. Could not turn the steering wheel, no electrical signs other
than anti theft light flashing on dash. Tried repetitively to start the car but again just click click.
If I had been on the thru-way, it would probably been an accident. Further search on internet
shows this a major problem, but no recall is found. Early October I begin to smell a burning
plastic smell after car is stopped. Self inspection found nothing, mechanic inspection found
nothing. Around January I took car in for brake light recall, had service tech inspect; said they
found a melted bag on exhaust I saw no such thing. Late January my car won't start after sitting
all night, car was jumped and started fine. Late March passenger side headlight sometimes fails
to turn on at first attempt and after a 2 hour drive, next morning car won't start; after waiting 20
minutes car starts. I try to start engine, no ignition. The car wouldn't even try to turn over. I took
car to autozone where they tested the battery and the alternator where both were found to be in
perfect working order. I can hear the fuel pump attempt to engage and if the battery and the
alternator are fine then that leaves me to believe it is the starter. However, if the smell wasn't a
plastic bag but instead a wire melting, then I would have a short which could also be causing
this. Bought this care as a safe mode of transportation for my son and I, I find myself more

stressed out wondering if I will be able to get us were I need to go than with the old car I use to
have. If this turns out to be a malfunction I hope gm is willing to make it right. The problem is
increasing and no one has yet been able to figure it out. I then parked the vehicle turned off all
electrical components and turned the ignition to the off position; and attempted to restart to
engine switch resulted in nothing but the engine light coming on and the lights of the vehicle
coming on but no firing of the engine or even a click from the starter at this point I was glad a
had all my blankets and thing in the vehicle because in north dakoda and montana its cold. The
contact stated that while driving at various speeds, the vehicle stalled as the abs warning light
illuminated. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the
starter needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired however, the failure recurred.
Consumer writes in regards to ignition switch recall issues. The consumer had an appointment
at the dealer for November 7, The dealer informed the consumer, to keep the ignition on a ring
by itself. On November 28, while driving, the vehicle stalled. It was determined the ignition key
caused the starter to jam. The starter was replaced. For over a year now I have had issues with
my Malibu not starting due to a faulty anti- theft system. It first begun over a year ago, where my
car would not start leaving me stranded. The car sat for nearly 4- days, not knowing what to do!
Figured what the heck, it doesn't hurt to try it!! Each time I had to do the minute reset and it
would then start right up. Especially considering there are over 3, complaints regarding this
issue!!! I should not have to constantly worry about my car not starting because of a faulty theft
system that was but in my car by gm. On September 10th I got in my car to take my son to
school and go to work, car would not start, tried the minute reset, this time it did not work,
waited 4- hours for a tow truck, son missed school and I was late to work! Was without a car for
a week and a half got my car back and the theft system issue has started again!!!. The contact
stated that while driving 30 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was taken to
the dealer for a diagnostic testing on two different occasions, who stated that the fuel pump
needed to be replaced and then the starter rely. The vehicle was repaired twice, however the
failure continue. There appears to be an issue with the ignition on the chevy Malibu's. I've been
told by several dealerships that the starter needed to be replaced in my car. I had it replaced
twice and the vehicle still does not always start. The battery is brand new. Hi, it's me. Imagine
that with my chevy Malibu. I went to start the car this morning. However, it wouldn't. I could hear
the fuel pump run for a few seconds then turn off. The engine would fire briefly, and then stop.
The starter is working great. So I turned to google. I found, like so many of the complaints on
here that the anti-theft system is to blame. It likes to random turn on, preventing the car from
starting. I called the dealer to ask what chevy was going to do to fix chevy's busted anti-theft
system. I was told to turn the key to the "on" position for 10 min. The anti-theft would reset, and
then I could start me car. Why should I have to pay to fix something that is due to poor
engineering and manufacturing on chevy's part? OH what. Corporate America says so. They are
bigger than me, and therefore are more important than putting out a reliable product to
consumers. Chevy is a great example of a corporate greed manager. Just man up and fix your
crappy cars. I have had issues since the day after I got it. I have had this vehicle for less then a
month and within 24 hours of having it the issues started. The fuel gauge drops to empty, when
I fill the tank. The steering wheel makes a popping noise. Car Problems. Starter problem of the
Chevrolet Malibu 1. Starter problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 2. Starter problem of the Chevrolet
Malibu 3. Starter problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 4. Starter problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 5.
Starter problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 6. Starter problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 7. Starter
problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 8. Starter problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 9. Starter problem of
the Chevrolet Malibu Electrical System problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Ignition Switch
problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Wiring problems. Ignition problems. Horn Assembly
problems. Battery problems. Skip to main content. Include description. Brand Type. Aftermarket
Branded 67 Items Genuine OEM 11 Items Private Label 6 Items 6. Not Specified 20 Items
ACDelco 20 Items ACDelco Professional 20 Items BBB Industries 11 Items Catinbow 6 Items 6.
Delco Remy 6 Items 6. Unspecified Length 27 Items Lifetime 3 Items 3. Fitment Type. Direct
Replacement 6 Items 6. Not Specified 63 Items New Items Used 38 Items Please provide a valid
price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North
America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup.
Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your
Malibu. Enter Make Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Free returns. Last
one. Almost gone. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency other than
Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon
Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal
Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be

slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. We've Made a
Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Starter
part. Shop Chevrolet Malibu Starter. Showing 1 - 5 of 5 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: ACA. Part Number: AC OE no. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 5 of 5
results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Choose Quality Jun 10, I live in texas
and needed a strater for my daugther in Ny and all the others cost over and my daugther didn't
have the money. So I told my daugther to let me try on line and i found auto parts and was very
happy with the service and the shipping of the part to my daugther. Auto parts was a god sent
in a time of need I will be using them agagin and again. Purchased on Jul 14, Helpful Automoti
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ve Resources. Electricity then flows from the battery, through the starter relay, and to the
starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid Symptoms Although you may have heard of a starter
solenoid, you might not know what the part actually does. Basically, the starter solenoid is an
electromechanical device that engages the starter motor. Most starter solenoids are mounted
directly on top of the starter. The Starting System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while
charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for
each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the electrolyte evaporated. If your engine
cranks normally but does not start, the starter motor is not to blame. Automotive professionals
break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

